Job description

Electrical technician (Junior)
About Skyray
Founded by Everoze, Skyray provides design and engineering services for great solar PV projects.
We do so for leading owners, developers and EPCs.
Our focus is on large scale ground-mounted solar PV (including new build solar-storage) and commercial rooftop.
Skyray is based in Lyon (Fr) but we are an international company, with customers and experts in several European countries.
We are hiring an electrical technician based in Lyon.
This is an opportunity to be at the beginning of an exciting new company within the solar PV sector – one backed with the track
record, brand and network of Everoze. As an early recruit you will naturally be given opportunities and responsibilities that
other larger companies would be unable to offer.

Job description
We’re looking for a talented electrical technician to join our team. You will work on solar PV projects (including new build
solar-storage) at different stages of advancement. From preliminary design to commissioning.
As electrical technician you’ll be responsible for producing documents (calculation notes, layouts and electrical plans, electrical
diagrams, solar yield calculation, etc.) for the design and sizing of projects under development.
As an electrical specialist, you will carry out design review, site monitoring, on site testing and work acceptance for projects.
You will report to the technical director.

Why Skyray ?
Come join a brand new team, passionate and motivated to (re)define the performance and quality standards of the solar PV
(including solar storage) sector.
You’ll be able to rely on Skyray experts and Everoze group. We’ll be there to support you in your progress, and we look
forward to continue learning on your side.
You’ll arrive in a dynamic and exciting scale-up environment. You’ll see that we are always looking for optimization, and the best
use of new tech to benefit from latest technologies (apps & data analysis, specific softwares, …)

Your Experience
Electrical technician, you have at least 2 years of experience in engineering or construction follow up.
You are customer focused, rigorous, with strong analysis skills.
You master cad design (2D & 3D). Ideally you have also experience in electrical design, calculation notes and solar yield
calculation (Caneco, PVSyst, etc.)
Regular travel both in France and internationally are expected. Driving licence required.
You have a good English level with very good interpersonal skills.
YOU MUST HAVE A VALID PERMIT TO WORK IN EU or UK

Send us your CV + covering letter at : contact@skyrayengineering.com

